JEM-EUSO (The Extreme Universe Observatory onboard the Japanese Experiment Module) is a space borne UV-telescope for the observation of UHECR induced extensive air showers (EAS). Currently in the development phase it will be attached to the ISS (International Space Station) to use the earth's atmosphere as a large detector. Due to the large target volume it gains an effective aperture of approx. 2 × 10 5 km 2 sr -sufficient for the CR observation above an energy of 3 × 10 19 eV. During the mission lifetime, JEM-EUSO will observe several hundred of events above E = 5 × 10 19 eV, significantly improving the statistics in this part of the UHECR spectrum. The default operation mode of the instrument is envisaged to be along its nadir direction. However, in a later stage of the mission, a tilting of the telescope, away from its nadir direction, is discussed as a potential strategy to further increase the exposure at the highest energies. In the tilted mode operation the exposure would significantly increase. Hence, the regime of extreme energies above 10 20 eV could be explored in a reasonable amount of time. Naturally, in this setup the angular resolution of the instrument is expected to decrease. In the scope of this work we evaluate the expected angular resolution performance of the JEM-EUSO instrument in dependence of the tilting angle.
: Concept of the JEM-EUSO mission [3] .
The JEM-EUSO Mission
JEM-EUSO, the Extreme Universe Space Observatory onboard the Japanese Experiment Module, is a space-borne UHECR telescope in the design phase. Its primary objective is the observation of UHECR induced air showers from space by taking advantage of the earth's atmosphere. Due to the large target volume monitored, JEM-EUSO will be able to measure cosmic rays with energies around the GZK cut-off [1, 2] to a sufficient extent. The detector itself collects the fluorescence and Cherenkov photons that are emitted from the developing showers in the wavelength range between 300 to 400 nm (Fig. 1) . The mission will have a duration of at least 3 + 2 years. During this time JEM-EUSO is expected to detect several hundred events exceeding the energy of 5 × 10 19 eV [4] . Hence, it will increase the statistics in the high energy part of the spectrum by a factor of ten. At the altitude of the ISS at approximately 400 km, the telescope moves at a speed of about 7 km/s in the latitude range of ± 51 • [5] . The orbit provides a homogeneous exposure to both hemispheres. The UV telescope comprises an optical unit to focus the incoming photons and a focal surface detector (FSD). The FSD is a collection of photo-detection modules (PDMs) and their corresponding readout electronics. Each PDM is made of a set of multi-anode photomultiplier tubes (MAPMT). What is crucial for this setup is a high time resolution and the single photon count ability. A dedicated, multi-stage trigger algorithm identifies potential CR events from other light sources (atmospheric phenomena or human-induced). The signal characteristics allow for the reconstruction of the properties of the primary UHECR like the particle type, its energy and direction. Being the successor of
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Angular Resolution of JEM-EUSO -Tilted Thomas Mernik the formerly planned (ESA-) EUSO mission, JEM-EUSO's overall concept has remained similar, but differs in some important aspects. The overall performance of the telescope has significantly evolved. The improved optical design, new lens materials and advanced photomultipliers featuring a higher quantum efficiency decrease the energy threshold to 3 × 10 19 eV. This allows for cross calibration with nowadays ground based UHECR observatories. Although, JEM-EUSO mission will primarily observe aligned to the direction of its nadir point, it is envisaged to be tilted away from its nadir axis to increase the already large detection area even further by some factor. The idea is to compensate for potential losses of observation area due to lower space station orbits (this will mostly be achieved by small tilting angles), but also to substantially enlarge the observation area depending on the scientific objective. Depending on the tilting angle, the telescope can reach an instantaneous aperture between 65 and 280 times larger than the Pierre Auger Observatory (Fig. 2) . It corresponds to an observational area of 2 × 10 5 km 2 in nadir and 7 × 10 5 km 2 in tilted mode [6] . This could yield a sufficient exposure even for the observation of UHE neutrinos. On the downside, due to the tilting fewer photons per event will
Figure 2: JEM-EUSO field of view over the Mediterranean sea [7] . Left: Viewing direction aligned to the nadir axis, Right: The instrument is tilted away from the nadir direction for an enlarged field of view. reach the telescope. Therefore, the energy threshold would increase and the reconstruction quality of the measured events is expected to suffer. In this paper we have conducted an extensive study to quantify the effect on the angular resolution for a 20 • and a 40 • tilting of the instrument.
Tilted Mode Studies 2.1 Signal Behaviour
To analyse how the signal changes when we tilt the telescope by 20 • and by 40 • from the nadir direction, we simulated air showers with a fixed energy (10 20 eV) and zenith angle (Θ=60 • ) to use it as a standard candle. The simulations are done with the ESAF software 1 . The brightness of these showers is well defined when we use a parametrised shower simulation approach combination with a parametrised photon propagator in the atmosphere. We injected some ten thousand showers
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Angular Resolution of JEM-EUSO -Tilted Thomas Mernik homogeneously inside an area larger than the field of view of the telescope and studied how many photons per event arrive at the telescope, pass through the optics make a signal on the focal surface detector and create a signal. We can clearly observe that the showers appear brighter when they [7] . Note the different scales.
are simulated closer to the nadir point of the detector (Fig. 3) . If injected farther away from the detector, fewer signal per event are created in the focal surface detector. If the number of signals per shower drops below 100 to 200 counts, the shower is very unlikely to be triggered at all. This imposes a certain limit on the effective area of the tilted instrument, which strongly depends on the energy and zenith angle of the shower. A shower with a sufficiently high energy or a strong inclination might produce enough photons to be clearly observed even at the edge of the tilted FOV.
Angular Resolution
To evaluate the expected angular resolution performance of the tilted instrument we produced a database of proton-induced air showers with five different fixed energies and four different fixed zenith angles. The energy values comprise 5×10 19 (Fig. 4) . The effect mainly depends on the zenith angle of the showers and to a smaller extent on the energy. The low zenith angle showers loose about 1.5 • in resolution. When we tilt the telescope by 40 • , the resolution decreases compared to the previous 20 • case. Again, the effect mainly depends on the zenith angle of the showers and to a smaller extent on the energy. The loss of the angular resolution is about 1.5 • compared to the tilted (20 • ) case. (Fig.  5) To check the reason behind the significant worsening of the angular resolution, we examined the dependence of the resolution on the shower distance to the detector. We have applied different angular reconstruction methods (AA1, AA2, NE1, NE2, AE1) 3 for comparison. Obviously, the resolution remains relatively constant with a small increase as function of the distance (Fig. 6) . The effect becomes stronger for the outer parts of the FOV. The effective efficiency (comprising trigger-and reconstruction-efficiency) has an almost linear dependence with the radius. Having a high trigger and reconstruction efficiency (about 90%) in the centre, it drops to almost zero at 500 km radius. This comes from the decrease of both trigger-and reconstruction efficiency within a radius of about 300km. In the outer regions it is mainly due to the trigger efficiency. 
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Angular Resolution of JEM-EUSO -Tilted Thomas Mernik Figure 5 : The angular resolution of the tilted (40 • ) JEM-EUSO telescope [7] . γ denotes the angle between the true and the reconstructed direction. γ 68 indicates the cumulative distribution.
sufficiently bright to be triggered can usually also be reconstructed. For the 40 • case we see a relatively constant resolution at γ ≈ 4 • within the first 400 km of the FOV radius. From there to the outer parts of the FOV, it continuously increases up to γ ≈ 8 • at 800 km (Fig. 7) . The chaotic behaviour comes from a lack of statistics, since in this region of the FOV, the efficiency has already fallen below 5%. For the 40 • tilting, the detector never reaches a full trigger efficiency, due to a superposition of optics inefficiencies and geometrical reasons.
Conclusion and Outlook
We studied two tilting cases -a moderate tilting angle of 20 • which enlarges the actual field of view only slightly and a strong tilting angle of 40 • . As expected from the analysis of the signal behaviour, we can observe a worsening of the angular resolution due to the fact that less light per CR shower reaches the telescope.
The instrument resolution capability is determined by three limiting factors that are related to the distance of the shower to the detector.
• Proximity effect: Events injected nearby the telescope appear brighter than those farther away, since the amount of photons reaching the telescope is scaled by a factor of 1/d 2 . This is the most dominant contribution.
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Angular Resolution of JEM-EUSO -Tilted Thomas Mernik Figure 6 : 20 • tilted telescope [7] : The angular resolution expressed in mean γ in dependence of the distance from the nadir point (upper). The efficiencies of the trigger, the reconstruction and both together (effective) as function of the radius (lower).
• Projected pixel size on ground: The size of a pixel projected on ground determines the minimum theoretically reachable air shower resolution of the telescope. Pixels in the outer parts of the FOV observe a larger volume of air than the ones in the centre.
• Optics throughput: Events occurring in the outer parts of the FOV face stronger optical losses, due to a lower transmittance of the optical system. The probability of being attenuated or defocussed by the telescope's optics is higher.
The question whether or not to tilt an EUSO-like instrument in space strongly depends on the primary objective of the mission. When the emphasis is put on high exposure a tilting of the instrument might be useful to consider. When the focus lies on accuracy for direction determination the nadir mode is the preferred operation mode.
Angular Resolution of JEM-EUSO -Tilted Thomas Mernik Figure 7 : 40 • tilted telescope [7] : The angular resolution expressed in mean γ in dependence of the distance from the nadir point (upper). The efficiencies of the trigger, the reconstruction and both together (effective) as function of the radius (lower).
